EURES does what?!
EURES alows free movment of workers in Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Switzerland and EU
countries( Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Lithuania,
Latvia, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom).

What does EURES provide?
EURES provides a network of over 1000 EURES
staff active in 32 countries, providing online and
in-person services and
EURES Job Mobility Portal offers job
vacancies available through EURES members
and partners, providing recruitment resources´
for job seekers and employers.

The main goals of EURES are to :
-improve transparency and information
-provide assistance for job placements and recruitment across borders
-facilitate cooperation

When was EURES formed?
EURES is formed in 1994, comprising the European Commission and members and partners in
Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein,
Switzerland and EU countries. The network consists of coordination offices (both European and
national) and designated
public employment services in each EU country, each with their own specific responsibilities.

EU
opportunities
for Youth to
gain work or
other
experience
For plenty of young people is harder and harder getting new experince every year. We are living in the
age when employers require disproportional amount of experince every year. But where should young
people gain them? The secret of succes is knowing where to look. The European Union offers many
educational possibilities for students and absolvents. There are projects like Erasmus which is
basically studying abroad for one or two semesters.
For non-formal learning there is Erasmus +. When people there can express themselves and gain very
useful information. European Youth Portal is a website where you can find projects, volunteering,
learning, cultural events and much more. So if you have no idea where to look for or just need some
inspiration this is the place where you should be looking. (europa.eu)

We asked few participants of Young
Stars about their experience.
Do you think you have some extra experience beside education? Where did you learn about them?



I have some experience but I gain them threw internships abroad. I wanted to go abroad so I
was looking for it by myself. The University didn’t help me at all. (Daniela, 26, Czechia)
I have enough experiance for my job. Travelling, working and learning by myself. (Antreas,
29, Cyprus)






I’d had few student’s jobs not relative to my study field (hotel, shop, researches). Volunteering
during summer in Spain and Africa. I lernt about those opportunities in our student
organization at the University. (Eleanora, 24, Croatia)
For sure. I do extra courses, seminars and classes. I was asking people for advices and looking
for it online. (Panayia, 22, Cyprus)
I don’t have. I’ve just participated four times in Youth exchange. I’ve heard about it from my
friend in college. (Tihan, 20, Croatia)

Building a dream
So, I was asked to share with you my experience
about my journey to that point of being able to say I
have a successful business story. I was thinking about
a daily routine I believed I would have as an
interprenuer after my project was ready or even
before. This routine started with early wake full of
energy, morning exercise, shower, breakfast and
coffee in my cozy house as I dress up and read the
news or checking my incomes raise. And of course
after work a simple night life with my friends or
boyfriend.
However, my life before and after the project it's
almost the same. I work more than 8 hours a day
because it's not just that I have to be productive but
also I have to study a lot and always learn more and more about new companies - potential enemies $new technologies and be aware of the market demand.
Being an interprenuer in the beginning seemed cool but now it feels lonely, I worry, I'm sad,
distressed about money on daily basis and this was not meant to be the plan. And I strongly believe
that people who are not in their private life authentic and transparent just can't sell anything and
knowing how to sell your product it's just the way to the top. My life might be stressful but I focus on
positivity. I always search for the efforts that are producing the biggest results and that's where most
interprenuers fail because they think that the secret to success is just working yourself to the bone.
Funny thing is that I quit my job and went for business instead but in the beginning I had nothing to
invest on my idea. So as a web developer and a programmer I made a plan and tried to use whatever I
had for the start to make my business accessible to others. My plan was a circle of needs and demands
that communicate always between them. My first point was "what are the main things that are
important to reach the target audience" then "how to distribute data efficiently to get instant results"
and finally "how to maximize the duration value of the content across various channels". From my
previous job I learnt how important marketing is - digital marketing - even more than hard work or the
invested money. Its all about good advertisement and aiming to the users needs. According to that my
priority was mobile SEO because users nowadays prefer to have everything inside their phones.

Concluding, running a business it's not having a big fancy office and ties or heels. Its actually
sportswear for most of the time, a cup of coffee and hours of studying, searching and talking to the
phone. To those with innovative ideas dont be afraid to explore your limits. It might be exhausting but
the mental satisfaction of doing something on your own, of failing but standing again to your feet it's
one of the best feelings I've ever experienced.

Do’s VS Dont’s
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Let’s make your future better!
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